DOWN WITH THE PURPLE HURRICANE

HE ROARS FOR CLEiMSON
voii. xvm.
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State Title In Balance Saturday A. E. F. Club
Tigers Overwhelm Erskine
Tigers Leave Their Lair to Do Battle
Pluckey Seceders Fight
Celebrates
With Purple Hurricane at Fur man
Gamely To No Avail
PRACTICALLY ENTIRE CORPS
TIGERS CROSS COUNTRY
WILL ATTEND GRID CLASSIC
VICTORIOUS
OP PALMETO STATE
Clemson Corps To Greenville
Palmetto State Grid Classic

TEAM

for Team Composed of

Young, Buck,
Huggins, Sease, Thurmond, and
Bauer win over University o"
Georgia 20—35.

Tigers Are Out to Avenge Last Year's
Tie and Previous Reverses—Game
to Be Colorful—Large Throng of Tigers win First Meet of Season—
Young, first Clemson Man to Cross
Spectators.
Line—Team Rounding Into Shape
For State Meet.
The eyes of the Palmetto state
and of many neighboring commonRunning over a three mile course
wealths turn now to Manly field in unfamiliar to them, the Tiger Cross
the city of Greenville where the Country team succeeded in wiping
Tiger of the hills meets Purman's out last year's defeat by amassing a
Purple Hurricane in the state's most total of twenty points to Georgia's
important grid battle of the year. thirty five. Howard, the diminutive
Upon the result of this game, much star for Georgia, was the first man
depends. The state
championship to cross the line. Young ran Howard
hangs in the balance. Clemson has a a merry chase over the three mile
vengeance to wreak, Furman
an course and finished up ten yards in
honor to uphold. For three years rear of him. All five of the other
Hornets have not lost to a South Clemson men finished behind Young
Carolina team on Manly Field. In This meet showed the great import1920 the Hurricane triumphed over ance of having five men finish up tothe Jungaleers by a 14 to 0 score. gether. Teamwork is essential in
Last year the dying rays of an au- Cross Country as well as in the other
tumn sun saw the two teams batUe sports.
to a heart-rendering scorless
tie.
Much of the success of the present
Clemson men are hardly likely to cross country team is due to Coach
foreret that game. No one who wit- Reed, Profesor Reed, an old cross
nessed the battle will soon forget it. contry runner, has given much of his
The great crowd surged through the time in developing a winning cross
gates after the shouting had died country team. He has succeeded in
and the battle had ended- -djssa- placing a good Learn in the field and
pointed. A peculiar silence marked has many more men in reserve. Much
the exit of the color bedrabbled stu- credit must be given to those men
dents, the fair rooters with their rib- that day after day turn out for the
bons and canes, the old grads, the five mile grind- Cross Country runfans and the players themselves ning requires every square inch of
from the gates. There was no shout- wind a man can get and requires a
ing now. A few gathered in groups; man to keep strict training.
many shook their heads; all walked
On Thanksgiving Day, the Cross
awav slowly. But there was no Country Team will enter the. State
cheering, no hilarity. The crowd Meet determined to bring, back the
had entered expectant. They had most coveted cup. For the past two
witnessed a
stru"<*le—grim and years the Tieer Cross Country Team
colorless—and had seen it end as it has succeeded in carving their n
be^an with victorv to neither of the on the cup. This year the task of
machines that battled there. They making the cup a permanent poswere not satisfied.
session lies to the present cross counBut this is another day. Saturday try team. In order for a school to
will see a different sight in Green- retain the possession of the cup it
ville
There will be in the Textile must win it three years in succession.
Center of the South, a different band
Each team entered six men in the
of Ti-ers. Many of them will be the meet. Only the first ten places
same in person but among them all counted in the scoring. This gives
th^re is a snirit of bull dog tenacity each team a reserve of one man who
and primitive courage which sur- might for various reasons fall out
passes even the ereat display of last and yet not affect the scoring of his
year The Clemson corps will attend team. First place counts one, secthe eame almost one hundred per ond place two, etc. The team scorcent strong. Every mother's son of ing the lowest number of events wins
the wearers of the Purple and Gold the meet.
will be fairly radiating Tigerism
Following is a summary of the
7rora his countenance. They will meet held last Saturday.
send into that battle, eleven Inspired
Name and School.
men filled with that
indomitable No.
™ur'aee that transforms flesh and 1 Howard, Georgia.
2 Young, Clemson.
Wood men into lion hearted kmshtB
Twill be a gala event and one that 3 Buck, Clemson.
i,;n he long remembered. Botn 4 Huggins, Clemson.
Sms wilseld all that they have 5 Sease, Clemson.
Into thl fiBM and twenty-two men 6 Thurmond, Clemson.
7 Bauer, Clemson.
will battle to the bitter death.
8 Sundy, Georgia.
Tigers, we must not rail.
9 Johnson, Georgia.
10 Langford, Georgia.
ANNOUNCEMENT
11 Gillespie, Georgia.
12 Methrun, Georgia.
$900.00 the Goal
Course—3 miles 100 yards.
Time 16 minutes, 33 seconds.
ffi-WW Subscribing Goal.
Score—Clemson 20, Georgia 35.
^1 men are urged to pay as much
as possible toward amount promised.
Ail men who have not been seen
Spirituelle.
please make contributions as soon as
"Your daughter's beauty is spiritpossible.
uelle."
$309.70 paid
"Think so?"
$409.35 due from pledges.
"There is something wistful about
her expression."
"She gets that way just before
"Hoots" Walker '20 is now practicing Civil Engineering m Spartan- mealtime. "We got corned beef and
hu g being associated with W. N cabbage today. She likes that."—
Willis, a consulting engineer of that Kansas City Journal.
c^ty Until recently he was Division
Transmission Engineer for the SouthNo Stockholders.
ern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. in North
"Here, boy," said the man to tin
and South Carolina. "Hoots" WM boy who was helmng him drive n
married to Miss Emily Willard ot bunch of catle, "hold this bull, will
^artanburg last September
and you?"
very soon afterwards went into the
"No," answered the boy, "I don t
civU game in his old home town. He mind being a director in this com«avs he will handle any job from de- pany, but I'm darned if I want to
signing a chicken coop to cutting the be a stockholder."—Old Gold and
earth into half acre lots.
Black.

THIRD ANNUAL BANQUET
SUBSTITUTE ARE NUMEROUS
OF THE A. E. F. CLUB
On the first play
AND EVERYBODY STARS in his tracks.
Williams broke through tackle for
On Friday evening the Mess Hall Erskine Fights Gamely But Is Out- 10 yards. He added two more on
was the scene of the third annual
classed. Stewart's Boys Make One the next. Holohan drove over left
banquet of the Clemson College A.
More Forward Step In Race For guard for 3 yards. C. Hood interE. F. Club. The tables were decorcepted Dotterer's forward pass in
State Title—Goal Line Unei
ated in the national colors and
midfield. Stuart failed to gain. A
By Any S. C. Team.
showed exceedingly good taste in depass was grounded. W. Kennedy got
sign. The military idea was carried
The Tigers reaped revenge for ano- 2 yards over tackle. McCarley puntout throughout the entire settin?. ther of last years defeats when they ed out of bounds to the 2 0 yard line.
and the effect was most fitting for took the Seceders into camp and ad- Wiliams hit left tackle for seven
this club. The club desires to offi- ministered a sound licking. Battlin? yards. Dotterer counted four more
cially extend their thanks to "Moth- j under grim skies which threatened and first down around left end. Wiler Mid" for planning and execuMn^ at any moment to let loose torrents liams got 5 yards at right tackle. He
the decorations, and to Capt. Har- of rain, the Tigers fought with ever made four more but Clemson was
combe for the real feed. Captain growing determination
that they offside and was penalized 5 yards.
L. V. H. Durfee. Sergeant Singer and would get complete revenge for the Dotterer reeled off 5 yards around
Cadet A. L. McCreary composed the only defeat they ever suffered at the left end and duplicated around the
entertainment committee..
hands of the men from Due West. right wing on the next play. WilCadet L. B. Dyches, the presided For the first half the Visitors put liams made it first down over guard.
of the club, acted as toastmaster, up a strong defense and contested Wiliams made 12 yards and first
and proved that he was thoroughly every inch of ground they lost. In down in two tries at left tackle.
efficient at such a task. His intro- this thirty minutes of play the Purple Holohan hit right tackle for 7 yards.
ductions were very amusing. The and Gold backs were only able to Wiliams made 2 yards at left tackle
following menu was served:
carry the ball over for one touch- Burton stepped off tackle for 10
Grapefruit
down.
Althoueh their drive war yards and first down. Burton added
Oyster Stew
Oysterettes good in this part of the game, fum- 6 yards around right end. Burton
Celery
Olives
bles near the goal line cost the Tie-err failed to gain. On the third down
Broiled Half Chicken
Gravy several scores. In the last half Dotterer dashed 'off tackle for 22
Steamed Rice
Mashed Potatoes Coach Stewart's men limbered u^ yards and a touchdown. He failed to
Creamed Peas
Rolls
their offensive and rushed the ball kick goal Clemson 6 Erskine 0.
Lettuce and Tomato Salad
down the field on straight football
Brice kicked off 50 yards to
Thousand Island Dressinr for score after score. Seven touchBurton who sidestepped his way back
Fruit
downs were rolled off in this part o' 35 yards. Bratton Wiliams drove off
Ice Cream
Cake
the game, three of which were the
Burton
Nuts
Coffee results of intercepted nasses. Brat- right tackle for 20 yards.
got nine in two tries and Williams
!
Cigars
Cigarettes
ton Williams connected with a pass made it first down with a three yard
Mints.
that was not meant for a Tiger and
After dinner Dr. W. H. Mills dashed 30-vards for a touchdown. drive over left tackle. Wiliams got
Wiliams
stressed the fact to the members The beautiful work of Webb in clear- 9 yards over left tackle.
that so long as crime is increasing' ing the field for the runner was very fumbled on the next play, Caldwell
in South Carolina
as at present, neatly done. The most spectacular recovering on his own 15 yard line.
their fighting days are not over run of the game was made by Butch The quarter ended here. Clemson 6
Cadets G. H. Griffin, M. A. LeGette. Holohan who intercepted a pass on Erskine. 0.
Second Quarter
R. L, Hartley, Sergeant F. S. Sin- his own 45-yard line and raced t>5ger and Prof. W. P. Enloe made yards for a touchdown while the
W. Kennedy made 5 yards at left
brief addreses
Col. Holmes B whole Erskine team followed in his tackle. He failed at his next try.
Springs was also on the program, wake.
Stuart gained one yard at sruard and
hut, at the last minute, he was unAll preceding records for snake McCarley punted out of bonds on
able to attend. Capt. T. E. Roderii ' dances were broken when the two his own 35 yard line. Dotterer =kiHfound it impossible to be present.
beautiful sponsors, Miss Sallie Wal- ed right end for 8 yards. Williams
The college orchestra furnished lace of Greenville and Miss Averv went around left end for 5 and
music for the occasion. About for- Lau-hlin of Anderson, led the loyous down. Wiliams fumbled, H. Hood
ty members were present, includm?. procession. Bedecked in Clemson recovering for Erskine on his own 2 0
Col. Pearson, Capt. Braden and colors and carying armsfull of chr-y yard line. Kennedy knocked at
Capt. May.
santhemums these fair youne ladies right tackle for a 3 yard gain. Mcadded much to the battle and made Carley took 6 yards on a wide end
run around left wing. Kennedy failit resemble a big leaeue affair.
Nov. 15th., 192 2
Coach Stewart's men made one ed to gain and Stuart pun+ed to Dot8:30 A. M.
more forward sten in their race for terer who was downed on the 50
Mr. G. H. Griffin, Secy & Treas.,
the state championship honors At yard line. Holohan hit left tackle
A. E. F. Club,
no time in the game did the Visitois for 3 yards. Williams got 15 yards
Clemson College. S. C.
Threaten to wreck the perfect record over the same spot. Wolff went in
My Dear Mr. Griffin:—
for Brice who was hurt. Wiliams
Your telegram just received and built up by the Timers of no .ame got 3 yards at right tackle. He addI hasten to advise you that I very lost and no points scored agamst ed 4 more on the next play. HoloThe men
deeply regret that a previous en<?a"'- them bv a state team.
han was srood for 2 yards at left
ment for Friday evening will deprive from Due West battled brave y and guard. Williams got 5 yards and
me of the honor and pleasure of be- nev™ showed lack of ««fct .but were first, down at right tackle. Dotterer
ing with you for your annual ban- ouTcl JSed bv the brilliant work
fumbled and recovered but Clemson
quet. I sincerely appreciate the the Wer °acWield a"d "ZlnZl was penalized 5 yards for offside. A
ahle
to
penetrate
the
atone
wall
pre
thoughtfulness which prompted the
short pass over the center of the line,
invitation and the honor you confer sented by the Tiger Ime Their on y Dotterer to Holohan, netted 5 yards.
on me in inviting me to sneak.
flrS d
d Tandma s^rtXuluuto'the Williams bucked out of oounds. Two
I take this occasion to commend
fi^ThfTTger
bSield made gains passes failed and the ba'l went over.
your club and its members for the
R. Kennedy made 2 yards at risrht
fine spirit manifested in keeping atackle. W. Kennedy addel S yards
live the glories and achievements of
on an off tackle buck. McCarlev failthe service and the strong ties of
ed to gain and Stuart minted SO
true comradship formed and cementyards to Dotterer who returned 10.
ed through the trying days therein.
Wilson went in for Shockley. WilPolitics, commercial disruntion and
liams got 3 yards at riaht sruard.
selfish interests have rendered the
Dotterer hit left tackle for six yards.
war and your sacrifices and services
Clemson fumbled but recovered and
more or les3 unpopular and to some
Dotterer punted over the srnal line.
extent forgotten, hut do not lose
Erskine ball on her own 20 vard 1'ne.
heart. We should have firm fai<h
McCarlev got 1 yard at left tackle.
in the fact that there is enough pride
Stuart fumbled and recovered for a
and patriotism, faith and confidence,
3 yard loss. W. Kennedy U ido 2
sympathy and appreciation, and at
yards at risrht tackle.
McCarley
last but not least, true Southern
punted 30 yards to Dotterer who
chivalry left in our State to revive men. Bv tne eu» ">, v,oo„„ r,n
the snuad
naaware"
" c twis'ed and darted through the m"8S
the sviirit as the years go by and then every man
on me
..
of tacklers for a return of 30 yards.
h
a
you will have given to you in increas- *iveu \^ru?mtSy welT a" Harmon went in for Wolohan, Turing love and devotion aul of the con- w^hleST,etanway1w5thaheauti- ninseed went in for Dotterer. Tursideration and appreciation to which
ninseed rpeled off 6 yards around left
7uf 2 5-yard run for a touchdown.
you are entitled.
end.
Turntnseed passed over the
Accent my personal high esteem
First Quarter
goal line. Erskine's ball on her own
and cordial good wishes for the fuHolohan kicked o« BC^ yardsto 20 yard line. Stuart failed to gain
ture health and happiness of each
Shannon went in for H Kennedy. Mcmember of your club.
£&?&■£?£& to" advance Carlev got 3 yards in two tries at
Sincerely Yours,
the oall more than a few inches but the line and Stuart minted 30 yards
H. B. Springs.
vhl third nlay Clemson was off- to Harmon who returned a like dissTde^nd^rew* a" five yard penalty tance. The half ended here. ClemTwo ron 6 Erskine 0.
Husband—I've insured my life in Hying Erskine first down.
bucks failed and a forward pass was
your favor for $50,000.
Third Quarter
■Wife—Well, I hope you won't die incomplete. McCarley punted 30
Bailes substituted for Wilson and
so quickly- as to arouse suspicion. yards to Dotterer who was downed
(Continued on page 2)
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EDITORIAL
What is going to happen on November twenty-fifth?
Isn't there going to be a football
game on that day
We hear that
there was going to be some sort
of little argument of that description pulled off in Greenville.
This psychological element in
football is getting to be a big thing.
And now we hear that Dempsey and
McCurry are back on the squad of
the Purple Hurricane; both in good
standing too—so it would seem.
The streets of Greenville are now
being swept by gusts from the Hurricane. Yes, what we are wondering now is: "What will happen to
these streets when they are swept
over by a horde of Tigers?" We are
also thinking that the Hurricane
will appear like a breath in a whirlwind if these Tisers are really turned loose. You know, they are kept
chained up for so long that when
they do get loose—well they get
loose.
The name of the exchange editor
of the Furman Hornet is not known,
but it is known that he certainly
looks at some things in the right
lierht. I am referring now to what
he said about certain sport writers
not knowing how to give the right
version of a ?-ame. I agree with
him most heartily. One wants no
more than his
just dues, but it
seems that there are some sport
writers who don't want to give even
this much.
Every TiVer must be in Greenville
on the great day of Saturday, November the twenty-fifth, nineteen
hundred and twenty-two. He must
not only be there, but. he must be
there ready to do all in his power
to nush the Tisrers on to victory.
The comine- battle is going to be the
n°-ht of the season for Clemson.
Centre was toue-h, no doubt! and
Carolina was not. easy picking, by
anv means: indeed, P. C. was no I
walkover: but rh» fame will be'
rlavert when the Tiger team trots
out on Manly Field. The outcome
will decide wh°th«r or not Clemson i
will have a clear title to the State
ChaTnpionshin. or whether she must
be content to remain tied with Ca- ■
rolina and Furman for first honors, j
T^Q TTnrriPtq !>~o roa]lv fi °-h t. i n <T nOW,

-fhev are not Haying at all: but. this
is iust a s-entle reminder that the
"Ti^er lads are straining at the leash, ,
.and that wh»n it is slinned. it will
'seem that eleven tons of concentrated T. N. T. has been set off. In
p-ttp 0f trie refuted strength of
Furman's 1'ne. fv.e ,Tu"™lers have
never yet learned the word, "Fear." I
TTTTXT T'"rT'~'*\ TT'Tr'T,T,r»'"'q.
Fellows it is -1 delicate subiect—■
an exceertin^lv d°licate subiect—but
it is a subiect t^at cannot fo unnoticed. T am mfnrrin^ to the conduct of the c"iefs attend'"";tthe
movies shown In the "Y" aud orlum. It is nerhans due to thou^htlessess, but it is of a type that cannot be excused—cannot be condoned.
On last Fririav evening the auditorium was crowded for the show
It was a good show, no doubt of
that, but it did not call for the ex-

hibition that took place. Can one
not enjoy a good show without
shouting, calling out, and making
all kinds of remarks? The behavior was very unbecoming, and it
could not be criticized too severely
And just to think that there were
ladies present, fellows; what must
they have thought of such conduct?
How must they have felt? How
would you have felt if you had been
there with your sweetheart, sister,
or mother? You would most certainly have felt the keenest embarassment
possible.
Someone's
sweetheart; someone's sister; someone's mother—all were there. What
do you suppose they thought of the
very ungentlemanly
manner in
which such a large numDer of the
cadets conducted themselves
We want good movies to be shown
at Clemson, but the question is:
"How are we going to have them
if the cadets act as they did last
Friday night?"
It's j. serious
question, men. Such conduct as displayed on that night should never
be tolerated again. The thing of V
is: it is to us and none else. We
can have it stopped altogether, if
we go at it as we should. W'IP"
we see a man that wants to attract
attention, that wants to make all
manner of slighting remarks, tha+
wants to make himself generally
noticed, it is our place to very gently (?) tell him where he is and how
he should act—since he shows very
clearly by his actions that he doe"
not know how to act. And those
peanuts. There is a time for everything, and the time for eating pea
nuts is not during the show. It
sounds very much like a tornado
breezing thru a forest of shedded
leaves. Find some other time to eat
peanuts, if they must be eaten. The
auditorium looks more like a wreck
than anything else after the show
is over.
But it is not only the
eating of the peanuts, it is the throwing of the manufactured cannon
balls from their remains.
Unless
he is a seasoned roughneck, it is a
brave man who dares sit in certain
sections of the hall. And it's useless, that's the note that hits us.
So let's cut all of this rousrh play
—all of this rough talk. When we
go to see a show, we sro to see the
show, not to see a bunch of fellowr
try to attract attention by their
actions and remarks. Let us make
the conduct at the movies such that
we would not be ashamed to brin"
any lady friend or relative with us
ATTENT PRESS MEETING TN
COLUMBIA
Tho Tiger and the Chronicle hav"
two delegates each at the meetiner of
the South Carolina College Press Association which is being held in Columbia on November 22, 23 ,and 24.
This annual meeting is made a bie affair by the scribes from the various
college publications, and it is always
looked forward to with great pleasure. From all indications, it appears
that the meeting this year will be
the largest and best yet. Plans have
been under way for some time, and
preparations have been made to entertain a large delegation of students.
The banquet which is the last thins?
on the program for Friday night is
the big event of the year, and marks
a time which is looked forward to by
the delegates. The representatives
from the Tieer are H. A. Woodle and
J. M Bankhead, while the Chronicle
is upheld by R. W. Coarsey and T.
L. Vauehn. Evidently these men will
have many thines to tell when they
return to Tigertown.
THE PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
The Palmetto held its usual meeting last Friday night. The Socie y
was called to order by the President
and led in prayer by Mr. Bankhead
The program for the evening was
then taken up.
The query—Resolved, "That the
governor of a state should have the
power to pardon"—:was upheld by
Messers. J. W. Carson and J. L. Sheppard on the affirmative, and Messers
J. M. Bankhead and H. C. Traxler
on the negative. Both sides brought
out forceful arguments. The judges
decided in favor of the negative. The
next speaker, Mr. P. M. Garvin, gave
an excellent oration on "Imitations "
Mr. R. G. Shands, the first declaimer
chose as his subject an interesting
selection entitled "They Rode" and
delivered it in a pleasing manner.
The second declaimer, Mr. S. A. Rogers, gave a short declaimation entitled "Invictus."
This program, though not as so"'"
as some we have had this year, was
above the averas-e and we sincerely
hope that the programs will continue
to improve.
He—They say folks who live together grow to look alike.
She—Then you can or must ab
solutely consider my refusal as final
—Judge.
Corn. "Cheer up, old man. Why
don't you d-own your sorrow?"
Water: "That would be murder
and besides, she's bigger that I am."
—Selected.
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Wray for Emmanuel. Brice in for
Wolff. Holohan kicked off 30 yards
to W. Kennedy who returned 10. McCarley, Stuart and W. Kennedy totaled but 2 yards in three attempts
and Stuart punted 30 yards to Dotterer who returned 10. Dolterer got
7 yards around left end. Williams
gained only one at left tackle. Stuart
intercepted Dotterer's aerial attempt
on Erskine's 2 5 yard line. Webb
nailed Stuart for a five yard loss.
Stuart got 3 yards at right end. Bull
Lightsey stopped Kennedy at the
line of scrimmage for no gain. Stuart
punted 30 yards to Burton who returned 10. Williams hit ieft tackle
for 5 yards. Burton failed to gain.
Dotterer got 8 yards and first down
at right end. Wiliams bucked out of
bonds. Holohan drove through right
tackle for 8 yards. Williams got 5
yards and first down at left tack'.e.
Williams drove over right tackle or
4 yards and a touchdown. Dotterer
failed to kick goal. Brice kickel off
to the 5 yard line to Burton who returned 30 yards. Dotterer got i0
yards and first down at. right end.
Williams failed to gain.
Dotterer
made 9 yards at right" end. WilALUMNI NOTES
liams hit right tackle for firs;, down
Dotterer went through left tackle for
On last Tuesday night a Chicago
3 yards. Wilbms got 5 yards at the
same hole. Dotterer added 2 yards chapter of Clemson College Alumni
and first down at rieht tackle. Bur- was organized with the following
ton skirted right end for 7 yards. On members: W. G. McLead, '13, Presa mixun of sicnals. Harvey ke-t the ident; W. L. Whitaker, '13, secretaball. Wiliams bucked the line for j ry and treasurer; S. K. Brown, '13,
3 yards and first down. Holohan hit G. A. Gelzer, '06, L. H. Gilmore, '18,
center for 10 yards and a touchdown. W. A. Mears '17, E. K. Moore '17,
Dotterer dron-kicked goal.
Score R. O. Poag '08, and A. F. Riggs '00.
The first meeting was held in the
Clemson 19 Erskine 0.
j Chicago Engineers Club, but it was
;
Holohan kicked off 30 yards to W. decided to hold a meeting at the
Kennedy who returned 3. Bratton Morrison Hotel the first Monday
Wililams intercepted Stuarts forward night in each month.
pass on Erskine's 30 yard line and
raced across for a touchdown. DotNews has been received on the
terer drop kicked for the extra point. campus that Miss Mabel E. Stehle,
Clemson 26, Erskine 0.
who has been professor of Zoology
The folowing substitutes were for the past four years, was married
made Shockley for Jackson; Hollis to Mr. J. C. Hamlin '16. Mr. Hamfor Wilson; Reames for Webb; Mel- lin has been with the United States
ton for Emmanuel. Brice kicked 45 Entomology Division in Dallas Texyards to Burton who returned 10. as, but was recently transferred to
Dotterer went around right end for Australia.
10 yards and first down. Burton get
5 yards at right end. Dotterer got 8
B. L. Fink, 22, or better known
yards around right wing before he as "Buddy" Fink, is Textile Enginwas forced out of bounds. Holohan eer for Middleburg Mills at Batesfumbled and Erskine recovered on burg, S. C.
their own 40 yard line. W. Kennedy
failed to gain. The quarter ended
"Tiny" Edwards, Ex-'25, is dairy
'.Tars Bluff, S. C.
here.
Fourth Quarter
Forward pass McCarley
netted 9 yards. W. Kennedy failed
to gain. W. Kennedy hit
for 8 yards and first down. Hoi
intercepted a forward pass on his
own 40 yard line and dashed sixty
vards for a touchdown. Dotterer failed to drop kick the attempt for extra
point. Clemson 32 Erskine 0.
Brice kicked 50 yards to Williams
who returned 45 by a brilliant bit of
broken field running. Wertz went
in for Harvey. Holohan got 3 yards
at left tackle. Dotterer got S yards
and first down around right end.
Griffin went in for Burton. Wiliams
went off right tackle for 8 yards.
Dotterer made a like amount at left
end and also first down. A forward
pass, Dotterer to Griffin netted ?5
vards and put the oval on Erskine's
one yard line. Holohan drove over
center for the touchdown. Dotterer
drop-kicked goal on the try for point
Clemson 39 ErskineO.
Fortenberry went in for Term ant
Woodside went in for Williams. Holohan kicked 30 yards to Stuart who
was stopped dead. W. Kennedy
bucked the line for three times without a train. A forward pass was
grounded and the ball went over on
Clemson's 30 yard line.
Dotterer
got 5 yards at risrht end. Grifun
reeled off 12 yards and first down
around the same wing. Holohan am
2 yards at left tackle. Dotterer maoe
7 yards at risrht end. Griffin got 3
but Clemson was nenalized five vards
for offside. Griffin trot 4 yards at
left tackle. Holohan hit the line for
2 yards and first down.
Clemson
fumbled but recovered without loss.
+
Holohan drove over cen er for a
touchdown.
Dotterer dron-kicked
goal on the try for point. Clemson
46 Erskine 0.
Colbert went in for Bailes; Cathcart for Fortenberry. Erskine subkicked off 40 yards for Inman. Holohan kicked off 40 yards to Inman
who returned 5. W. Kennedy failed
to gain. Smith went in for Melton.
A forward pass, Stuart to McCarley
netted 3 yards. Wertz intercepteJ
a forward pass. On a come-back
play, Griffin went 25 yards around
left end for a touchdown. Dotterer
failed to kick goal. Clemson
52
Erskine 0.
Brice kicked 40 yards to Woods;de
who returned 15. Jones w°nt in for
Woodside; Wolff went in hor Caldwell. Clemson fumbled, Erskma recovering. Owens went in for Dotterer. Ersk'ne fumbled and Clemson recovered. Griffin went through
tackle for 10 yards. The game ended here with the ball in Clemson's
possession on her own 4 3 yard line.
Final score. Clemson 52 Erskine 0.
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Line-up and summary:
when you learned that the Armistice
Clemson (52)
Erskine (0) had been signed.
LE
We should be thankful for life,
Webb
_.. Inman health and happiness. For the comLT
forts and conveniences which are
Lightsey
Brice ours to enjoy, we should be thauKLG
ful. As club boys v/e ought to be
Tennant
Hood thankful for the open life of the
farm, for sunshine and rain that
Harvey
Caldwell makes our crops grow, and for food
RG
and raiment, our mouth to speak
Jackson
Caldwell with, our hands to feel with and to
RE
do things with, and the other agen.
Emmanuel
Mabrie cies which make life rich and hapQB
y, we should be doubly thankful.
Dotterer
Kennedy, W. Iii fact, there are so many things for
LHB
which we should be thankful, that
Burton
Stuart we can but turn our minds and our
RHB
hearts to Him Who made us and +o
Williams, B
McCarley Him who hath power to take us, and
FB
say:
Holohan
,
Kennedy, R.
"Father, we thank Thee for love
Officials, Hammett (Furman) re- and tender mercies. Grant us blesferee; Thomas (Johns Hopkins) Um- iin; s r ' :
ove and teach us to do
pire; Major (Clemson) headlines- the right things at all times."
men.
' nd, after we have done that, we
Score by periodswill, indeed, be happier club boys,
Clemson
6 0 20 26—52 and can help others to be happy.
Erskine
0 0 0 0— 0
Do not foraet Thanksaiving Day,
Scoring touchdowns—Holohan, 4; and do not forsret the unfortunate
Dotterer, Griffin, Williams, 2.
and needy, who might need helo
Try for point after touchdowns. i'rom your hands and who have not
Dotterer, drop kick, 4.
the things to be thankful for that
Time of periods, 15 minutes.
you might have.
CARE OF SEED CORN
By P. H. Senn, Specialist in Plant
Breeding.
The club boy who has carefully
seloced his seed corn should now be
interested in knowing how to take
good care of it until planting time
next spring. A good way to keep
aoed corn is to place it in a good
clean dry flour or sugar barrel up in
the barn loft where the air is not
damp and circulate:; fro i
Corn weevils, rats and mice
the worst enemies t.-l seer! corn The
weevils injure the corn by boring
little holes in the kernels
This
damage can be prevented by treating the corn with a gas called bisulphide bought at drug stores in
pint cans for about forty cents per
pint. One-fourth of a pint is enough
o treat fifty ''ars.
The barrel in which the corn is to
be stored should be tight before putting in the liquid. The cracks should
be pasted over with strivs of pa
This is very necessary, as the liquid
a ■ ■• as soon as I comes in
contact with *he air, and if the
cracks are not clos
the
.! be .vised instead of
settling in the bottom of i'
around the ears of corn and \:

S.'.B. Al
nstration
.a
Greenwood county for the
eral years, has been I
Gaston county, with headyu
Gastonia, N. C.

be 11
away. Plar
ed to

M. S. Elder '99, of 9 9 Hancock
Road, Pittsfield, Mass., is with the
General Electric Company.
W. R. Latimer '07, is cashier of
Paui Hardin Auto Co., 36 York St.,
Chester, S. C.
J. W. Burgess '18, was a visitor
on the campus last Sunday. He has
been teaching agriculture in the
Greer High School for the past several years.
A. A. McKeown '10, is District
Agent, Extension Division of Clemson College and United States Department of Agriculture, in Rock
Hill, S. C.
"Buck" Pressley '18, and "Queen"
Wells, 21, were visitors on the campus last week.
Harry Wilks, Ex-'20, who is with
the S. M. & E. H. Wilks Furniture
Store of Greenwood, S. C, was a visitor on the campus last Friday.
The following
invitation was
handed to the Alumni Editor this
week:
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Brooks Williams
invite you to be present
at the mariage of their daughter
Lois Cathrine
to
Mr. James M,. Gaudy
Wednesday evening
November the twenty-ninth
at half past eight o'clock
Lyttleton Street Methodist Church
Camden, S. C.
THANKSGIVING.
By B. O. Wiliams, Asistant State
Agent Boys' Club Work
Since this is the November issue
of The Carolina Club Boy, and since
Thanks ravin a Day comes in this
month, it, is fitting that we say a few
words in this issue about this great
day.
What is Thanksgiving Day?
It. is a day set aside for the giving
of thanks as an expression of our
love for the many blessings which
we have received.
If we turn our eyes backward unly
""our years, we see the United States
and the rest of the world in a great
war. We should be thankful for the
eleventh of November, 1918, the day
now known as Armistice Day. You

■

■our the ■
bonbisulphide. Put a couple of corn
sacks over the top of the barrel and
then put a good barrel board or tin
cover on top and weight this down
with a large rock so the rats can.
not get into the barrel.
This gas can be used by any club
boy, but there is one thing he must
be careful about. There must be
no Are near, not even a lighted cigarette or pipe, for the gas will explode on coming in contact with fire.
Leave the corn in the barrel until
spring time, looking after it occasionally to see it is not being diS'
turbed.
THREE IN ONE
Oconee Family has Three Club
Members.
Up in Oconee county there -are
three club members in one family.
They are Jack, Frank and Fay
fMbson. Jack is in the corn club,
Frank and Fay are in the | ig club.
These two boys and their sister
are very enthusiastic in their club
work. Jack manages the farm, their
father having died aben - wo years
ago. He is meeting with success,
and his mother says she is vpry
much indeb'ed to County
\srent
Briars for his valuable assistance
to the boys in carrying on the work
of the farm. Jack is president of
the Cross Roads Club Bo*h of *he
boys attended the Tri-County Encampment at Clemson College last
summer. They state that 'hey had
a wonderful time. All three of the
club members read The Carolina
Club Boy and enjoy it immensely.
"Sure we are going to be in the
club work next year," the boys replied, when asked if they would join.
Jack said: "I'm over eighteen, but,
if I can still stay in the club, I want
to."
Club work has undoubtedly been
of great value to this family. There
are other instances in South Carolina where three members of a family belong to the club work This no
-loubt stimulates rivalry, and it has
often been our observation that
bro'hers and sister? work very hard
to see which one will make the best
record.
Father: "This thrashing I'm going to give you will hurt me more
than it will you, Johnny."
Johnny: "Well, don't be too rough
on yourself, pop, I ain't worth it."
—Selected.
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By DICK

the to you?" ventured one of the bear- year, and that good forage means
ers after the funeral was over.
cheap pork.
"Indeed he was," answered the
In order to determine the exact
"Andy was one true relation of cost of pork produced on
A rich man lying on his death bed, mourner.
called his chauffer who had been in friend. He never asked me to lend corn, corn and tankage, and on corn
him a cent, though I knew that he and forage crops, a feeding test was
his service for years, and said:
"Ah, Sykes. I am going on a long was practically starving to death." started at Clemson on September 13,
1922. Soy beans were used for forand rugged journey, worse than —Harpers' Magazine.
age for the first thirty-six days, and
ever you drove me."
"Well, sir," consoled the chauffer. FORAGE FOR PORK PRODUCTION' the ho^s are on rape and rye at the
"There's one comfort. It's all down
Clemson College, Nov.—. Forage present time.
hill."—American Legion Weekly.
is necessary for economical prok proDuring the first thirty-six day peduction in the South. A recent gov- riod the ho;s of Lot 1, on corn and
Rudolph: "Since you lost the bet, ernment survey made in Illinois and soy beans, made an average daily
I think I can claim the forfeit."
Iowa showed the average cost of pro- -am of 1.05 pounds at a cost of 4
Milda: "I really don't know what ducing 100 pounds of pork to be cen's per pound; Lot II, on corn and
you mean, and besides someone $5.88. Over 50 per cent of this cos tankage, mide an average daily gain
might see us."—Selected.
was for feeds, which cost about one- of .80 pounds at a cost of 9 cents
third as much as we have to pay for "er pound; Lot III, on corn alone,
He took her rowing on the lake,
them in South Carolina.
made an average daily gain of .49
She vowed she'd go no more,
If we try to produce pork by the ounds, at a cost of 11 cents per
I asked her why—she answered me: same method, it is evident that oui
ound.
"He only hugged the shore."
profits will be very small, says E. G
An acre of soy beans produced ap—Exchange.
Godbey, Assistant Animal Husband- proximately 400 rounds of pork. The
man, who reminds us, however, tha' ■ye and rare will not be so profitaour climate is such that we may have ble, but will enable us to produce
True Friendship.
rofitably.
Andy Foster, a well-known char- forage practically every day in the
acter in his native city, had recently
shuffled off this mortal coil in destiNINETV-EIGHT CLEMSON MEN ARE CHURCH MEMBERS.
tute circumstances although in his
Out of 817 cadets whose record" were looked up only 2 0 are not
earlier clays he enjoyed financial
church members.
prosperity.
Church membership at Clemson is as follows:
A prominent merchant, an old
friend of the familv, attended the
Bapt. Meth. Pres. E] ic.
Lulh. A.R.P. Cath. Other. None
funeral and was visibly affected as
Q
4
41
39
he gazed for the last time on his Seniors 43
Juniors 49
44
26
8
4
old friend and associate.
85
4
SG
33
13
The mourners were conspicuously Sophs.
5
99
53
16
few in number, and some a'tention Fr^sh. 105
5
6
3
was attracted by the sorrowing mer- Specials
Now let's
Co-ed.
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"I suppose if I were to die tomorMiss Keith—When is the radio row you'd marry some other woman
distribution station going to start immediately!
"Not right away. I'd take a rest
operating?
first."—Pathiiuder.
Home is where the still is.
A Pedigreed Kiss.
" 'Twas just a summer courtship."
She—George, dear, what is a
"Yes."
kiss?
"We looked at the moon, we lookHe—A kiss is that which is absoed at the silver sea, she sighed, 1 lutely useless to one, but seems to
sighed."
be absolutely indispensable to two.
"Go on."
t
The baby's right, the lover's privi"And then she murmured, "I won- lege, and the mother's joy. The litder what my husband's doing now?" tle boy gets its for nothing, the
—Selected.
young man steals it, and the old
man buys it. To the young girl
"Well how many orders did you faith, to the old married woirrin chant.
"TITO
you get yesterday?" said the boss hope, and
to the book agent.
"I got two orders in one place."
"Thats' the stuff!
What were
they .
"One was to get out and the other
was to stay out."—Miss. Hts. Review.

n1r1

have

one.—From

•verv

denr'

Totals

287

269

154

Science courses oft remind us,
We can help if we but try.
In passing on we leave behind us
Note books for the other guy.
—Washington Dirge.
First Freshie- -Lemme your hat.
Roomie—Sure, why the formality?
First
Freshie
(laconically—I
couldn't find it.—Exchange.
A woodpecker sat on a freshman's
head.
And started away to drill,
He drilled away for half a day,
And finally busted his bill.
—Miss. Hts. Review.
just
pec>;

ather

is

hen-

Mary—When you spoke to father. j
him you had ?500 in
the bank?
Tom—I did.
Mary—And what did he say?
Tom—He borrowed it.—Selected.
Cierk—What size hammock do
you want?
Summer Girl—Oh, a small hammock, just big enough for one, but
—er—strong enough for two.—Exchange.
"Gee. vou're a GEM."
"Well, would GILLETE me kiss
you?"
"Say, kid, I'm EVERREADY."—
Exchange.
No Use
"Can I be of any assistance?"
asked the sympathetic motorist of a
man who was looking unutterable
thoughts at a disabled car.
"How is your vocabulary?"
"I'm a minister, sir."
"Drive on."—Birmingham AgeHerald.
Corporal Batson—Hold that pivot
there Rat Harold!
Rat "Harold Lloyd"—I haven't
been issued one yet.
"My husband is just getting over
a snell of slcknes and I want to buy
him a shirt," said Mrs. Binks.
"Yes, Mam" replied the clerk.
"Would you want something In a
stiff bosom?"
"No sir," said Mrs. Binks, "the
doctor savs he must avoid anything
with starch in it."—Miss Hts. Review.
Mother: "Do be careful, William,
it's so dangerous working with the
electric comnany."
W'lliam: "That's all right, I borrowed two dollars from the foreman, and he doesn't let me do any
dangerous work now."—Selected.
"It's the little things in life that
tell," said the girl as she drageed
her k'd brother from underneath
the sofa.—Orange Peel.
She—This Italian coin smells just
like garlic."
He "Yes, my dear, most Latin
quarters do."—Exchange.
ball tonite and Ah wants to git de
pants on wrong side out, mggar?
Sambo—Cause A'h going to de
bait tonite and Ah wants *o "it d~
bag outer de knees."—Orange Pee

Engineering Sells, Too!
A whole lot of the make-believe has been
eliminated from selling operations in the
past ten years. The old idea that salesmen were born to the sample-case, that
they carried some sort of a special diploma from the University of Pooh, has had
to break camp, along with the other
exploded theory which insisted that a
salesman must be a "good fellow", a man
of strange habits, tremendous stories,
and unquestioned qualities both as a
mixer, and as an assimilator.
Now we believe—nay, we know —
that the best salesman is the man who
knows most about his goods, and can
talk most interestingly about them.
This being the proven case, it isn't so
queer that engineering should find a real
and effective application in the selling

field, especially if the merchandise marketed is an engineering product that is
bought and operated by engineers.
Every engineer who now engages in
the sale and distribution of Westinghouse
products feels that he is doing work
worthy of his training—for he is carrying
Service and Sincerity to Industry, and
to mankind! He is out where the fighting
is often the fiercest, and he is putting up
a battle for the things that he believes
are right. And a man can't expect, nor
ask, a bigger chance than that!
Sixty percent, approximately, of the
engineering graduates who come to
Westinghouse find their way eventually into some phase of selling. And
we are proud to have them there—and
they are glad to be there!

Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT © OPPORTUNITY
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DOPE FROM THE GRID
BY GENE
CLEMSON 53; ERSKINE 0. —
Whoopee, girls, now what do you
think of that? It was a great day
for Clemson supporters, one in which
they saw their team come back, after
being held in the first half, to wreak
vengeance upon the aliens who fought
so gallantly. It was a whirlwind
finish, too. In fact, a pleasant day
was had by all.
HOWEVER, be it
said to the
everlasting' credit of the plucky Seceders, that they never stopped fighting. They presented one of the
gamest exhibitions in the face of
overwhelming odds that the writer
has ever seen on Kig'gs field.
A TOUCHING INCIDENT was enacted in the second period of the
game when Brice, the star tackle of
the Erskine team was forced to withdraw from the game on account of
injuries. It was the first time in his
three years of football that he had
been removed from a game and
though his features were distorted
with pain, his great frame shook with
sobs because of his coach's order, as
he limped to his bench.
TO BRUTUS WEBB goes the credit for performing the stellar feat of
the afternoon's play. It was in the
third period after Bratton Wiliams
had intercepted an Erskine pass on
the Seceder's 30 yard line. Wiliams
had eluded all but one tackier, who
stood between him and the goal.
With a desperate drive, timed to the
second, Webb took this man out of
the play just as Wiliams flashed by
and crossed the last white line for
the touchdown.
THE SUBSTITUTES performed in
big league style. Among them, the
stars are too numerous to mention.
However, no review of the game
would be complete without mention
of the fine work of one Robert L.
Griffin.
Griffin bids fair to carve
his pme on higher scrolls before he
leaves the walls of Clemson.
GREENVILLE, next stop! Get al-r-.-.-d for the Tisjer soecial to Manly
field. The big day is almost here
and the time drags by at a snail's
pace. But there is an end to all
things. Every Tiger in Greenville.
ANYONE DESIRING to purchase
the Woodside building or any other
Greenville real estate is instructed
to see us about eight bells Saturday
night. That is, if they can find us.

for flunking Is truly an awful thing
in college. In his letter last week he
seemed to be in an inquisitive state of
mmd; we will not attempt to answer his questions as they were not
addressed to us; but we would like
to ask "EGP" one simple question,
and leave it for him to ponder overWhy did Tech play forty four men
against the Tigers last Saturday in
other words the varsity,
scrubs
squirts and everything that was left
after the squirts???"
Oo la la! Wasn't that one right in
the solar plexus? We'll wager that
they had to rush Mr. M. E. J. to a
hospital after he had indulged in all
of those serious thoughts at one time.
But to return to his question, doubtless he knows that in the best of
families, football is played by twenty
two men, eleven on each side. What
he probably does not know is that
the game of football is radically different from Tiddley Winks in that
a player who is fresh and not worn
from participating in the game previously has a tremenduous advantage over another player who has
been playing for one, two, or three
quarters, the advantage varying directly with the length of time the
last mentioned has played. Following this line of reasoning, in which
we are sure that even the able and
august Sol Metzger will agree, it is
apparent that Coach Alexander, of
Tech, was using his head for pur
poses other than a hatrack, which
same might not be said of the Carolina scribe.
Learning his lesson
from Knute Rockne, of Notre Dame
Alex knew better than to keep one
second string team in the game all
of the time. Tech, with almost unlimited reserve strength, has a third
varsity team which compares very
favorably with the first stringers in
everything except experience. Does
that answer your query, Mr. M\ E. J?
As for the calculus mark, it is a
matter of record in the registrar's
office today, and though we didn't
exactly flunk, we certainly didn't
pass. However, that is neither here
nor there.
High up on the standpipe at Clemson is painted this sign: "C. A. C.—3
U. S. C.—0". The score is a matter
of history and the sign remains a
lasting tribute to those men whose
indomitable courage and unconquerable spirit carried them to a glorious
victory over their heavier foe. Therenames will go down to posterity among the long list of immortals a.*
Clemson and their descendants mav
point with pride to their records
while white-haired alumni of Carolina are as yet unwakened from' the
shock of their unexpected defeat.

PRINCETON upheld their name of
Timers again last Saturday when they
THE FOLLOWING POEM, from
licked the Yale Bulldogs by a count
of 3 to 0. They tell us that the the pen of America's ablest sports
Tigers won by sheer fight and de- writer, is worthy of note:
The Big Game.
termination, with all of the dope and
the breaks of the game against them. You take the color and flash of the
game,
THE WISEACRES who winked The roar of the crowds, with their
breasts aflame,
at the Tiger score against the Citadel
are respectfully referred to a review The ringing cheers, with their eddying swirls,
of the Carolina-Citadel game last
week- These Bulldogs aren't any- And the human gardens of rose-lip
girls,
body's footstool.
And all the pageant that waits the
call
HEADLINE in Sunday State reads: As the toe drives into the waiting•'Farmer's Goal Not
Yet Crossed
ball—
in State." Isn't it strange how some
peoiile persist in displaying their But leave ma the halfback's driving
ignorance when they try to be funny?
might,
The surging lines in a bitter fleht.
The sweat and smear of the warring
A COMEBACK
soul
"M. E. J." in The Carolin GameAs the tackle opens a two-foot
cock under the title of "An Observahole;
tion" gives vent to his outraged feelings as regards The Tiger's atti- The Interference, the deadly pass.
tude following the Carolina ga'«e. The grip and crash of the swirling
mass.
He pays his respects to the Tiger
staff in general for their utter ignoranca of football and its kindred arts, For the crowd fades out and the
cheers dip low.
but it must be said that he has the
courage of his convictions. However, When the fourth down comes, with
a yard to go,
he rose to sublime heights in his
panning of our colyum. This is a And in the stru<rele along the flel''
The battle changes to sword and
part if his article:
shield,
"We are much indebted to "EGP"
for his weekly letters in the Tiger. And the knightly tourneys that used
to be
They are a source of much amusement to all who read them and inci- In the golden era of chivalry.
dentally they cast a great deal of
light upon we remember rightly in The world grows soft as the year?
one 'of the aforementioned espistles
advance
the Writer closed by saying that he Further and further from sword and
lance,
hoped he'd make as good a mark on
his calculus as the Tigers were going When the caveman, after his morning's fun.
to rriake on the Gamecocks. We extend! our heartiest sympathy to him, Slew the mammoth and mastodon;

But his ghost at the gridiron calls LEGISLATORS VISIT CLEMSON
thru space:
"These, too, are worthy to build
On last Tuesday and Wednesday
a race."
Clemson had eight more of the leg—Grantland Rice.
islators as visitors. One or the most
prominent of these was Mr. John
Gary Evans. Mr. Evans was govClemson College, S. C.
Nov. 22. 1922 ernor of South Carolina from 189 6
to 1897.
Mr. Wm. Laval, Coach,
In a speech to the cadets Mr.
Funrian University,
Evans emphasized the fact that
Greenville, S. C.
what South Carolina needed now,
Dere Bill,
Well, Bill, the big day will soon be more than ever before, were better
here and don't you dread it? I wood principles of farming. It is to the
shure hate to be in yure shoes. Well, college and experiment stations that
Bill, when my friend Sol Metzger she is looking to give her these
fired 1 of his best men just before principles.
The legislators were as follows.
he played yure outfit I thot he had
something up his sleeve. A.fter con- G. L. Toole, W. T. Harper, John
W. F.
sidering developments it seems like Gary Evans, E. A. Brown,
I was rite. But, Bill, if he just had Lightsey, S C. Blease, M. P. Wells,
something up his sleeve on that deal, and W. P. Robertson.
A program of inspection was
you certainly did make him look sick
when you suspended two of yure made for these legislators in order
stars at one crack. I don't no what that they be able to see as much of
you were figuring on but whatever it the college as possible. The prowas I must congratulate you on it. gram was as follows:
First Day—Tuesday
It was great stuff to punish these 2
1:20 P. M.—Dinner in Trustee
violators of rules by keeping them
out of practice a hole week with House.
2:15 to 3:15—Inspection of Ennothing to do but sit and twaddle
there thumbs witch I understand gineering Department.
3:15 to 3:30—Visit to Swine
caused one of them lose 2 ounces in
weight. I have ben trying to get Barn.
3:30 to 4:30—Visit to Dairy Barn.
Doc to fire his hole teem and call
4:00 to 4:30—Ride over College
for volunteers to play yure teem. I
even went so far as to furnish proof, Farm.
4:30 to 4:45—Inspection of Filthat Bull Lightsey broke all rules
of etiket by going to supper without ter and Pumping Plant.
4:45 to 5:10—Ride over Experia necktie. But Doc woodent lissen
especially after you turned around ment Station Grounds and by Vetand stuck Dempsey and McCurry erinary Hospital.
5.10 to 5:25—Visit to Athletic
back in the game. So I guess that
the varsity will be all ready to start Field.
5:25 to 5:45—Visit to Y. M. C. A.
against you Sat. and Bill I certainly
do feel for you. I will be there witu Building.
bells on. To help you locate me m 5:45 to 6:00—Visit to Central Powthe crowd, I will be the handsome er Station.
6:00 P. M. —Cadet Retreat.
youngster with a flower in the lapel
6:15 P. M. to 7:15—Supper at
of my service coat. Tell my friend,
Fusel Oil Ike to meet me at the train Trustee House.
7:30 to 9:15—Illustrated Lecand start the party off right. Ana,
Bill, again I warn you to look out ture Explaining Financial and Acfor ' these Tigers. Believe me they counting Systems—President's Office.
are quite the stuff.
9:1 5to 9:30—Inspection of ComYours without a struggle, EGP
mandant's Office.
9:30 to
10.00—Inspection
of
EAT EM UP TIGERS
Treasurer's Office.
Second Day—Wednesday.
(Clip these out and bring them
7:30 A. M.—Breakfast at Trustee
to the pep meetings and to the game
House.
on Saturday.)
8:30 to 9:00—Chapel Services
Oo-oo-oo-oo-ooRah!
in Memorial Hall.
Oo-oo-oo-oo-ooRah!
9:00 to 9.15—Visit to College
Oo-oo-oo-oo-ooRah!
Library.
(Whistle)
9:15 to 11:00—Inspection of
TIGERS
Agricultural Dept., Dairy, etc.
11:00 to 12:00 M.—Visit to ExRah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
tension Director's Office.
Tigers! .Tigers!
12:00 to 12:45 P. M.—Drill and
Rah!, Rah! Rah! Rah!
Review of Cadet Corps.
Tigers! Tigers!
12:45 to 1:10—Inspection of BarRah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
racks and Kitchen.
Tigers! Tigers!
1:10 to 1:45—Dinner with Cadet
Corps in Messhall.
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
1:45 to 2:00—Rest at Trustee
TIGERS!
House.
2:00 to 2:15—Inspection of CaTiger Rah! Tiger Rah!
det Hospital.
Tiger Gr-rrrrrrrrrrrrrr!
2:15 to 3.15—Inspection of TexTIGERS!
tile Department.
3:15
to
3:55—Inspection of
Zip boom bee! Zip boom bee!
Chemistry Department,
Fertilizer
C. A. C. A. C. A. C.
Analysis, etc
Zip boom bee! Zip boom bee!
4:00—Visitors leave for 4:28
C. A. C. A. C. A. C.
train at, Cherrys.
Zip boom bee! Zip boom bee!
4:45—Visitors leave for 4:59
C. A. C. A. C. A. C.
train at Calhoun.
BOOM! TIGERS!
R-a-a-y Clemson!
R-a-a-h Tigers!
Ray Rah!
Clemson Tigers!
R-a-a-a-y Rah!
R-a-a-a-y Rah!
R-a-a-a-y Rah!
Fight 'em Tigers fight!
H-i-i-i Coach!
H-i-i-i Coach!
H-i-i-i Coach!
Hi hi hi Coach!
Rah old Clemso:-: Rah!
Rah for the Purple and the Gold
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah for the Purple and the Gold.
I'm Tiger born. I'm Tierer bred
And when I die I'll be Tiger dead.
Oh its rah rah rah, old Clemson,
Rah rah rah, old Clemson.
Rah!
Rah!
Rah!
Cheer boys cheer!
Old Clemson has the ball!
U-rah-rah won't they take a fall!
Cause when we hit their line
There'll be no line at all.
There'll be a hot time in .
Tigertown tonight!
Bo-o-o-m Rah!
Rah rah rah rah
Rah rah rah rah
Rah rah rah rah
TIGERS!

Bo-o-o -0- m Rah!
rah!
rah!
rah!

Ready for the Penalty.
Landlord—You didn't pay the
rent for last month.
Tenant—No.
Well,
I suppose
you'll hold me to your agreement.
Landlord — Agreement!
What
agreement?
Tenant—Why, when I rented, you
said I must pay in advance or not
at all.—Detroit Free Press.
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The Give and the Sell.
"How much milk does your cow
give?"
"Eight quarts a day."
"How much of it do you sell?"
"Ten quarts, Miss."—Selected.
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WE HAVE

A Complete Line
of
Loose Leaf Note Books
Lef ax Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Stationery
Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Eversharp Pencils

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L. Cleveland Martin
The Rexall Draggist
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T CAFETERIA
We Serve Regular Meals,
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Ice Cream,
Ice Cold Milks,
Soft Drinks,
Fruits and Candies,
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT

SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Goods in town, BCT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
o o o
Robt. Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy.
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes. Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minimax Silk and Wool
Hose.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.
RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS.
HARRY E. WALLACE

'rDon't send mv boy to Auburn,"
The dying mother said,
"Don't send him down to Georgia
Tech,
PHOTOGRAPHER
"I'd rather see him dead:
"But send him to dear old Clemson.
Two Doors North of Blue Ridge Depot—Over Strand Theater
"Far better than Cornell,
ANDERS ON, S. C.
Go d
"And before I'd send him to Furman
..„,„,
? Work at Reasonable Prices
Photos 4x6 in Fine Folders $6 for Half Dozen. . $10.00 per Dozen.
"I'd see my boy in—."

